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THE regular monthly meeting of the Edmonton Centre, Royal Astronomical Society
of Canada will be held Thursday, November 4th commencing at 8:15 pm, in the

Queen Elizabeth Planetarium. President CABLE will preside.

The main topics on the agenda for this meeting will be discussions regarding progress
in the acquiring of a new observatory, the presentation of the annual reports by the
respective representatives, and a review of Star Night - 1965 by Mr. F. Loehde.

There is also a possibility that Dr. John O'KEEFE, Chief of the Laboratory for
Theoretical Studies, at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Centre, Greenbelt, Maryland,

may address the Centre at this meeting. His talk will concern the lunar surface.

The annual BANQUET MEETING was held Thursday, October 14th, at the Corona Hotel.
Dr. L. A. BAYROCK was the guest speaker, from the Alberta Research Council.
His talk on meteorites was extremely interesting and sprinkled intermittently
with a sparkling wit delighted the entire audience. It would seem that to be a
successful Meteorologist, particularly when in the field, one must be a human
relations expert in addition to being academically adept. A lively question and
answer period followed his talk.

The following is the list of Council members elected to office for the coming term
as proposed by the 1965-66 nominating committeet
Honorary President - Prof. E. S. KEEPING
President - William J. CABLE
Vice-President - Dr. George S. CUMMING
Secretary - Angus SMITH
Treasurer - Eldon RCDGERS
Education Director - Franklin LOEHDE
Librarian - Robert ALLIN

Editor - George WILLIAMS
Observers' Rep. - Merle BLACHUT
Social Convener - Pat ALLIN
Member at large - David A. RODGER
Special Assistants, (non-voting) -
Walter FRANIEL and Gary SHEARMAN

There was one nomination from

the floor but the nominee, being
as surprised as everyone else was
declined to stand for election
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Mr. David A. RODGER

NEW DIRECTOR
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AS was announced at the banquet meeting,
Mr. Dave Rodger has been appointed Director
of the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium, effective
as of November 1st. He will be replacing
Ian McLennan who is leaving shortly to assume
Planetarium duties as Director in Rochester, N.Y.

Mr. Rodger is no stranger to the Edmonton Centre
nor to astronomy. He has a B.A. in political
science from the University of Saskatchewan, was
President of the Saskatoon Astronomical Society
and Director of the Observatory there. In Edmonton
little more than a year, he has produced a series
of popularly received astronomical programs for
CFRN-TV. Another series is in the offing. All
members of the Edmonton Centre wish both Dave and

Ian continued successes in the future.
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OBSERVATORY MEETING was held at the Planetarium

on October 27th. The meeting got under way at

8:30 pm with Prof. Keeping, F. Loehde, Gary Finley, Bob Allin, and W. Cable in attendance.

The purpose of the meeting was to clarify and unify the aims and objectives inherent

in the observatory proposal. A lively discussion developed regarding the type of

instrument that would be best suited for this endeavour. Members will be kept informed

of any concrete developments that arise regarding the proposed observatory.

OBSERVATORY TELESCOPE - The first installment ($2,000.00) has been received from
the Winspear Foundation. The Winspear Foundation was originated by Dr. F. G. Winspear
for the purpose of furthering cultural development in Canada. A total of $10,000.00
was committed by the Foundation for the purchase of a telescope for our proposed observatory

RICKEY SALMON - Familiar to most members of the
Edmonton Centre, and his friend D. Brunton of the
Ottawa Centre are going to be featured in a short
film by the National Film Board, Ottawa. The film
will attempt to portray some of the labors which
is continually going on under the small dome of
the Dominion Observatory in Ottawa. Rickey and
D. Brunton co-authored a paper for the last
General Assembly meeting of the R.A.S.C.

Dave Rodger and Bill Cable report that that most
elusive comet - Ikeya-Seki is now ih the morning
sky. This comet has been widely seen but
apparently not in our latitudes.

(Continued next page) Dominion Observatory - Small Dome
OTTAWA
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roiET IKEYA-SEKI had the third longest tail for that type of comet - it was estimated

Save s?ates thaltS comet Sill be visible to the naked eye weU Into November so set
your alarms for 6am or there-abouts and lets have some reports.

st.r NIGHT- Franklin Loehde will give areview of Star Night 1965. This

Tthat new memblrshtrrate continues in future star nights we are going to be needing

SS&as. as 5sscrJ'S-JCsiWs^w^nourfoftheir tl» willingly and gladly so that tills co-operative venture would beTec s^lhe^aiSan, Mr! F. lihde'worked tirelessly, and did an admirable job.
As did the many, many other people, too numerous to mention here, and who Imsure
will do it all again next year. (If need be).

The ever popular -
Solar Evolution Display
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The breath taking
Mariner 4 model from

The flawlessly operating -
and very popular Ranger complex

A closer view of the many
details on the Mariner 4 Model
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STAR NIGHT Continued:
*********************

*************
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Mariner 4 - Photographs
of Mars - Edmonton

*********************
*

MEMBERS of the Edmonton Centre will be
pleased to hear that a former member
of the Centre, Bruce Bohannon is now
studying astronomy at U.C.L.A. in
Los Angeles. Bruce reports that in his
attempt to see the comet from the city
the only thing he could see was the smog.* *
And then twilight glow. He passes on his*
greetings to his many friends here in the *
Centre. #

Accurate portrayal of the
Solar System - Edmonton

More of the Ranger complex
NASA

************* ********** ************

ELDON ROGERS - On Monday October 18th, Mr. Rogers
gave an astronomical presentation to the Scottish
Literary Society at the Society's meeting held in
the King Edward Hotel. The talk was on general
astronomy with the emphasis on the space-age. Mr.
reports that avery lively discussion followed the
illustrated lecture.

Rogers

RECENT MARRIAGES:

Mr. Gary SHEARMAN - well known member of the
Edmonton Centre, was married on September 25th, at
Portland, Oregon, to the former Miss Margaret Holliman.

Conaratulations and happiness to you both.cStoUTIMS are also in order for Mr. Jim Wright a prominent Calgary Centre
member, who recently wed. No date is available but his wife's name I. Norma Joy
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THE NATIOMAL body of the R.A.S.C. -

Has adopted as its Centennial project, a book "A History of Canadian Astronomy."
Other projects will be promoted but this will be the major contribution.
Ian McLennan is Chairman of the Centennial Committee. I'm sure we will all
welcome a book on Canadian, History and especially one on astronomy. We will be
looking forward to the release of this book and its dissemination throughout the land.

* # * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * * * * * # * # *

THE NIGHT SKY IN NOVEMBER
You may have noticed that during late October
and early November the Big Dipper sinks as low

down in the northern horizon as it ever goes during the entire year.
This month we may turn our attention to several smaller constellations which
are favorably placed for observation. The first is Cetus, or the Whale,
sprawling out in the southern part of the heavens. Its stars are not very
bright; the brightest one is Alpha Ceti, or Menkar, or Menkab, which means
snout. It lies in the nose of the whale, but the constellation is not an
easy one to liken to such a beast. Cetus is notable because it contains the
star Mira, the Wonderful Star, discovered by Fabricius in 1596. This star
varies in brightness from the ninth magnitude to the third or fourth magnitude.
Mira remains at its brightest for about 10 days. Its light slowly fades for
about eight months, then rapidly brightens again. It is reddish in colori
and its diameter is immense, for it measures some 250 million miles.
For several months before and after its period of greatest brightness,
Mira can be seen with the naked eye, or an ordinary pair of binoculars.
Notice that a line drawn from the Pole Star right through the middle of
Cassiopeia will terminate in the south in the middle of the Constellation
of Cetus.
Delphinus, a faint constellation, is a compact little group of about five
dim stars, well located in the west for observation at this time. It is
difficult to find except on a dark moonless night. A line through the
two Pointers of the Dipper and then through the North Star will point
almost to it. In a field glass or pair of binoculars it is a pretty sight.
Some other constellations of note this month are - Auriga, Taurus, Lyra,
Cygnus and Leo.
This month Venus is an evening star low in the south-west briefly after sunset.
Mars is too close to the sun for easy observation. Jupiter is well up at
sunset and is visible until nearly sunrise. Saturn is approaching the meridian
at sunset and sets before midnight.
»*«**********«•*********•»**«•»***«***««««*•**•

E D I T O R I A L - As you all know now, I am the editor of Stardust and am
— — — — — — — — - responsible for all that is in this issue. I will attempt
to maintain the same high standard of quality that my predecessor maintained,
and any comments, criticisms, etc., will be welcomed. This is your Newsletter
so if you have anything newsworthy, then lets have it or hear about it.'

G. E. WILLIAMS.

,_ , , x j j 4-u i STARDUST is a monthlyDecember's stars are clustered round the pole; ^vn^-n™ „* ̂ ^ c^
The Dragon's coils their winding length unroll; Ĵ re R"!A s!c! Edm

There Vega, Deneb, Castor, Pollux shine; Editor* G E WILLIAMS
The Milky Way its filmy stream entwine; Production *-*W. FRANIEL.
'Til Great Orion and its host arise
And eastward wheel and dominate the skies. (Pronsonby)
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